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ABSTRÀCT

City planning practice has passed through a

variety of ñiãtoricat periods in which the intentions and'
guiding principles ha-ve shifted, away from a sofe concen-
t.ration on beaüty and. effic'i ency in the spatial orclering
of the city, towards the increasingly prevalent concerns
with justiðe, equíty, and fairness in planning actions.
This lnquiry into the pa.ratlel phitosophical schools of
l-hnrralrl- in -lanninq and in law, namely, the positivist,ullvuYrru ¿-,.r y!
the ñormatiüe, and the activist schools, shorvs a coincidence
of guiding principles and prevailing concerns between the
two disciþfines. Indeed, many of the traditions and-

movements within the respective theoretical schools are
common to both disciplines. The yet prevailinq influence
of the doctrine of tógical positivism is clearly manifested
i-n both planning and. Ieqal practice. The influence of the
normativê and aðtivist schools in raising questions of
"what ought to ber" versus the scientific considerations
of "what is," as the positivist school has stressed, has
placed planning in a pl:ecarious position, In approaching
ihe nor*ative i'ought,i' and in recognizíng the polítical
and often ethical nature of planning, there has been an
increasing recognition that the scientific, rational basis
for evaluátion may no longer be relevant to this often
subjectíve and value-laden approach. The legal considera-
tion of the "ougfhtr" by contrast, is considered to be
evaluative by the very nature and history of the legal
process. Thä set of ãvaluative criteria. in l-a\rr, which is
ãrgued to be missing in the more recent approaches to
plánning, is directly linked to concepts of morals,
justicel and ethics " This inquiry pursues knowledge in the
þaratlel philosophical schools of thought in planning and-

ir, 1aw, tã aflow an improved understandingr in one's approach
to these new and shifting intentions in the planning
discíp1ine.

l_v
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TNTTIAL PROPOSITION

The initial- proposition is one which states that

many of the theoretical- principles and traditions that

govern city planning thought are related to legal philoso-

phical thought.

This inquiry will thus pursue knowledge in the

parallel philosophical schools of thought colnmon to both

the planning and the legal disciplines. The shifting

intentions in planning will be pursued within an historical

context, revealing a new and evolving set of concerns in

planning which coincide with the prevailing concern in

legal philosophy and legal practice. The knowledge of

commonality between the planning and legal philosophical

traditions will contribute to an improved understanding in

approaching the prevailing concerns and intentions of city

planning practice.
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RESEARCH DESIGN

This pursuit of J<nowl-edge will be through IogÍcal

deduction. The research has largely been a survey of

books, pêfiodicals, and scholarly journals within the lega1

and jurisprudential fíeld ancl within the planning field"

From this body of Jcnovrledge, key principles have been

d.educed which exist within the philosophical schools of

thought in planníng and in law" Discussions have been

engaged in with certain lawyers and legal philosophers to

further this basis of knowledge. The discussions engaqed

in at the Planning-Law Symposium at Chapel HilI, North

Carolina, in the Spring of L979, have also contributed to

this inquirv.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

For the purposes of this inquíry, it is important

to appreciate the major divisions which exist within

planning and legal thought. The task is, therefore,

to discuss the theoretical parameters of the various schools

of planning and legal philosophy. This is achieved by the

divísion and discussion of the three leadinq and most

influential schools of thought in planning and in law.

These are: the positivist school, the normative school, and

the activist school- of thouqht. *

It is important to recognize, at the outset, that

the three philosophical schools here discussed are by no

means the only schoofs of significance. There are other

schools and movements in both planninq and law which are

equally legitimate.

In addition, there are many variants in each school;

the school- of 1egal activism, for example, has numerous

interpretations , and there is no one absolute school of

natural law" The choice of these three particular schools

of thought has been made, however, because they are the

major, leading schools of thought in both planning and law,

and they are fundamental- to an understanding of the various



forces, movements, and modes of practice within each

discipli-ne "

* The choice of the three school-s of thought for this inquiry

has been arrived at after much debate and di-scussion with

Professor Mario Carvalho as wel-l- as through a series of
planning Theory class l-ectures in the Department of city

Planning at the University of Manitoba'
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THE CONTEXT:

A SHIFTING EMPHASIS IN PLANNING

The contextual element in which planning thougrht

has developed is characteristic of a shifting set of

intentions. Historically, planning has passed through

various stages of development, each with a differing set of

theoretical principles which have governed planning practice.

This shiftinq set of intentions will be discussed

within three historical stages, which begin with the

cmnhaqis in n1 ^**'r-^ ^*'Ll aesthetic considerations ofçrlLyrrqÐrÐ !rr È/IO-lrrrIlI9 ulI LrlE

bearrtrz and r:irzir- rioq'icln and the Concerns with order and

efficiency. The second stage is one characteristic of

socially oriented intentions in plannítg, highly influenced

by the Chicago School and the social problems which had

become evident by the 1960's. The final stage to be

discussed is the most recent period of the 1970's, a stage

in which terms such as equity, fairness, and justice have

revealed a new set of intentions wíthin planning thought.

10
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THE EMPHASIS ON BEAUTY AND EFFICIENCY

Historically, planningi was governed by the principles

of physicat order, efficiencv, beauty, and other design

considerations. These concerns became central by the

mid-nineteenth century, ât a time when the major industrial

cities of Eng]and, Europe, and North America \^/ere marked

by inefficiency, congestion, poverty, and overcrowded

living conditions"

The reform movement which arose in reaction to these

urban condÍtions was characteristic of benevolent planning

undertaken by civic and religious leaders (predominantly

Protestant upper-middle-class citízens), seeking a restora-

tion of order and improved living conditions. The major

planning responses in the mid-nineteenth century were slum

clearance and- reconstruction of model housing; the expansion

of park and open space; and the construction of wider, more

accessible streets. The governing principles in this

period \.,rere clearly based on a belief in architectural and

environmental determinism, that is, a belief that the social

and economic ills coul-d be cured by better design and

living spaces.

L2
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In the latter part of the centuÍY, this reformist

movement was joined by other groups, particularly architects,

who introduced the two additional principles of beauty and

civic design.

one of the classic contributions to this "artistic"

movement in planning was the work of Camillo Sitte (1843

1903). His conviction that the artistic problems of the

city are as important as the technical problems, led him

to write the now classic planning text of the nineteenth

century, entitled City Planning According to Artistic
principles. Sitte's concern with open-air squares, civic

centres, apartment gardens and courtyards, and other

beautifying civic measures leaves him open to the same

criticism as that levelled at his contemporaries. such

measures vüere merely palliatives in apnroaching the severe

problems of the nineteenth-century city. These were super-

ficial reforms directed at the pressing urban problems and

ills of rapid industrialization.

Baron Haussmann's reconstruction of Paris was one

key example of planning for beauty, besides .the other military

considerations. The Cit.y Beautiful movement in the United

States followed this and other European initiatives in

creating grand civic vistas and avenues, and providing for

the perception of open space, sunshine, and fresh air,

clearly a reaction to the dense industrial cities and urban

ills of the nineteenth century.
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This reaction to crowded living conditions, narrow

streets, and unhealthy urbanísm was also evident in the

British "new towns" development. Sir Patrick Geddes, both

a natural scientj-st and planner. \,vas a strong Supporter of this

movement. Based on the garden city ídeas of Ebenezer Howard,

the emphasis was on

low-density residential communities marked by
such amenities as ample open space, social
facilities grouped away from traffic, âD
encircling green belt, and.the planned
containment of PoPulation.r

The culmination of the city Beautiful movement in

North America was reached at the Chicago World's Fair of

1893r âfr exhibition of the leading design features of

planning anC architecture. The Fair was considered to be

a splendid re-creation of 't.he Vfhite City," and was

heralded by Frank Lloyd Vlright as the nobl-e and dignified

"Classics" on a grand scale from which all of America could
.)

be constructed.'

The concern with beauty and design in planning is

also clearly represented in the organization of the

Amerj-can Planning and Civic Association in Inlashington in

1935" The purpose of this association, as stated in its

original announcement' \,vas

the advancing of higher ideals of civic life 'and
beautv in America.J
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The technical, design orientation of planning in

the early part of the twentieth century in the United

States and in Britain is clearly stated in one of the

earliest r¡ublications of the Journal of the American

Institute of Planners. A historv of the shiftinq intentions

i n nl anni ncli s rerzea'l erl hw merel v srrrr¡evi no the -i orrrnalsu s! v e-¡ rr¡Y

chronologically. An article by Thomas Adams, the English

town planner of the period, is representative of this

emphasis on the technical and physical features of planning

desíqn" As stated here:

It is of special importance for technical- men
to keep planning related to physical features
(i.e. planninq in its true sense as "design")
separate from what somewhat erroneously is
called planned economy or political planninq.a

According to Adams, planners were to be the masters of the

physical fie1d, and planning was to be considered as no more

than the design of physical features.

Af ter l¡lorld War T I municipal planning commissions

were gradually established, and were staffed predominantly

by civil engineers and architects referred to as city

planners " These planners, like the nineteenth-century

reformers, believed that urban problems and people's lives

\^/ere directly af f ected by their physical environment.

Physical site planning, the arrangement of buildings and

streets, and land uses thus became central to the planning

professj-on. This belief in physical determinism was the
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main force behind the urban rene\,val schemes of the early

1950's" The removal of slums and replacement with, or

relocation to, more "decent" housing caused such upheaval

and expense that, by the 1960's, experiments commenced in

the area of neighbourhood rehabilitation.

The emphasis in planning for the greater part of

its history has thus been highly design-oriented. From

the mid-nineteenth century until the mid-twentieth century,

the intentions in planninq have been centered on aesthetic

and efficiency consid.erations, guided by the key planning

principles of beauty and order.
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THE EMPHASIS ON SOCIAL CONCERNS

The guiding principles of beauty, efficiency, and

order \¡Jere replaced with a more socially oriented approach

in the 1950's and 1960's, especially after the unantici-

pated consequences of, and the political opposition to,

urban renewal.

The entrance of social scientists into the planning

arena v/as one significant factor in a shifting emphasis

in planning" Until- the 1930's, the emphasis on physical

design and, land-use site planning was due to the infl-uence

of engineering and architectural members of the city

planning profession" Some social science influence

revealed itself in the 1930's, when large national and

regíonal planning studies were commissioned by the federal-

government. However, ít was only after I¡Jorld l¡trar II that

social science became a prevalent influence in city

^l-nnina nhis was a direct result of the establishment inI/JOiIrIfrrv. rlr-

this period of the University of Chícago planning school,

which emphasized social science technique over architec-

1-rrra I r:laq i an l-ochn i rvrrouu!qr t sur¿Ylr

According to Herbert Gans, the Chicago Schoo1

"approached planníng as a method of ratíonal prograrnmirgr"

I9
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^-^,"-i -^ +l^^r-or I uarrv LrrQ L

the essence of planning was the deliberate choice
of ends and the analytic determination_ of the most
effective means to achieve these ends " 

r

The Chicago School emphasized empirical analysis and- socio-

lncri r.el qrrrrzcvs whir:h best determined the means to the

desired ends.

Measurement, observation, and social surveys of

the population, determining both behaviour and the present

and future wants, were carried out, and the emphasis on

data led planners to develop a methods and techniques

approach to their practice" Simul-ation models and systems

analvsi q were ã nêr'êqqâr\z nart of thi s ofaCtiCe tO intef-r

pret and handle the large volumes of data being gathered"

Planners in this capacity were also viewed as advisers to

the politícians, because of their ability to provide

technical information for political decisions.

Throughout the 1960's, planning was criticized for

its past emphasís on design and its concern with beauty ancl

efficiency. The shift toward the more social-' core issues

of poverty, housing, transportation, and segregation was

thus a direct response to this criticism and to the pressing

problems of social and racial unrest in the cities. The

new socially oriented intentions were directing planning

activities towards an improvement in the supply of public

housing; alleviating segregation through legaI advocacy
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planning and such transportation-oriented programs as

busing; and implementing vast housing and transportation

programs.
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Problems and Solutions (New York: Basic Books Inc., 1968).
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THE NEhI CONCERNS OF THE LATE SEVENTIES

The most contemporary shift in planning thought

has occurred within the past decade, particularly within
the last five years, and follows a period of reconciling
the planning approach since the turburence of the sixties.
The principles of "fairness," "justice," and "eguity,,' along

with "quality of l-ife" concerns, have arisen in ptanning

documents and are bej-ng introduced in the planninq litera-
ture of the ]ate seventies " Attempts are being mad.e to
connect the spatial or three-dimensional to these concerns

with justice and fairness. T\^/o key attempts in this regard
have been David Harvey's social Justice and the city and

Manuel Castel-l- 's The Urban euestion.
Planning journals are also beginning to reflect

these concerns, with articles now appearing such as "working

Towards Redistributive Justicer" "pranning for Declining

and Poor cities, " and "The concept of Justice in Regional

Planning: Justice as Fairness." The latter article
appeared in the Journal of the American Institute of
Planners and addressed planning decisions as being distribu-

tional. The article explores the concept of fairness as a

strategy in reaching an "equitable resolution of conflicts.,'
rt Ís argued that, where interest groups have objectives

24
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which conflict, fairness as a decision criterion is more

suitable than, for example, the "greatest good for the
greatest number or other optimization principles."1

These current concerns in planning are al_so raised
by the critical theorists and the "rìew humanists" in
planning. The main concern, or intention, of the critical
theorists is, quite simply, the aboritíon of social inius-
tice. They, and the new humanist school- theorists, argue

for a reunification of knowledgre and interests--in other
words, for active political struggle and heightened human

interaction. This emphasis on knowredge and human ínter-
action is most characteristic of the theories of Eclqar Dunn

and John Friedmann. Friedrnann, in Retracking America:

A Theory of Transactive pl-anníng, views the processes of
mutual learning and societal guidance as basic to the

transactive planningr approach. 2

The notions of the "just" and the "fair" decision in
planning have also raised questions and concerns. The

concept of the "right" decision has chall-enged the pre-

existing notion of the "bestr " and natural_ly ethical and

morar theory is now being related to this current level of
planning thought.

The shífting intentions ín plannirg, from the beauty

and order considerations, through the more socially oriented
concerns, to these current notions of justice as faj_rness,

equity, and "gfoodnessr" are basic to this inquiry into the
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planning philosophies which grovern planning thought and

practice.
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THE PHILOSOPH]CAL SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

IN PLANNTNG AND IN LAW

As an ínquiry into the analogous principles within
the varÍous philosophical schools of thought common to both

planníng and law, the shifting intentions and principles

explored contextually above may be said to have arisen within,
and indeed are guided by, three schools of thouqht. These

are, the logical positivist school, the normative school,

and the activist school "

The proceedings of this inquiry, for the purpose of
clarity in organization, will be to first look at the

respective schools of thought as they have developed

historically, with a view to the origins, the founders, and

the key contributors thereafter. From this descriptive
basis, the core of the discussion will forrow, centering
on the ways in which the respective schoors of thought are

manifested, firstly in planning and secondly in 1aw, as

continuing philosophical traditj_ons.

29



CHAPTER 3.1

THE POSITTVIST SCHOOL

A positivist is one who,
when confronted by a problem,
acLs in the manner ín which
a scientist deals with a
problem of research.
Posítivism thus has to do
with procedure, a procedure
based on systematic observa-
tions from which conclusions
are drawn"

Richard Von Mises
Positivism: Affi
Understanding



THE POSITTVIST SCHOOL

The term "positivism" is used with many different
meanings, and the sense in which it is to be used here

reguires explanation. However, âfly singre definition of
the word initiall-y would detract from its overall meaning

as a school of thought which is gradually developed below.

Positivism has its roots in post-revolutionary

France' arisíng in an age when the ideals of liberty,
equality , and fraternity were stilr alive, though unful_-

fi11ed. sociar reform was considered to be evolutionarv
once the system of human riqhts was enacted, a philosophy

held by Saínt-Simon (1760-1825) and developed by him as a

new "science of society" to end ineguality of property and

power through the sources of experience and scientific
method. The principal founder of the positivist philosophy,
however, was Auguste Comte (1798-L857) , a foll-ower of
saint-simon in France in this period. The scientific
method was offered as the principle to be fol-lowed in the
reform of society. Knowledge was to be positj_ve knowledge;

that is, verified by positive science and grounded in
natural l-aws (constant relations between far_-ts) ohsa¡y¿lio¡

and experience. Tn accordance with this developing school

of thought, it was stated that only posi-tive knowledqe

31
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coul-d be successfully applied in the various fields of
human practice"

comte, in his early years, berieved in the supremacv

of science as the guide to social- reform. Much of his
later writings (post-l850), however, were caught up in
mysticism and religion. Between lB30 and L842, his efforts
\,vere directed at positivist thought with regard to social
phenomena. Rejecting the theological and metaphysical
methods of investigation into social concerns, he set ouc

to complete the realm of positivist thought by addlng

social science, oy "sociology,,, as he coined the term

to the system of scientific philosophy already in existence
in the fields of mathematics, astronofly, physics, chemistry,
and biology. rn social- concerns, positive philosophy

dictates the subordination of imagination to observation,
which raises the scientific spirit of the period above the
theologicar or metaphysical spirit stirl of siqnj_ficance at
that time.

The emphasis on facts within the positivist school
is derived from the empiricist tradition which accepts only
experience as the source and norm of knowl-edge. rt is in
this way that empiricism is traditionally crassified as

d.istinct from rationalism, since rationalism accepts

reason (ratio) as the source and norm of knowled.ge.
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The early nineteenth century thus marked the

nrô.rrêss nf the natural sciences and a ne\^/ awareness of the

relevance of this expanding field to socj-al- and political

phenomena" In both the French positivist school (St. Simon

and Comte) and the English empiricist school (John Stuart

Milt, Hume, Bentham, etc.), the relevance of the scientific

methods to other sciences, such as politics, history,

economics, and psychology, \iüas suggested. The question of

whether the studv of political- and social life could be

s,r'i anJ- i f i c - narti cularlv within the current ref ormistI y*_

context, was prevalent in both schools of thought" It was

generally believed that the phenomena of society were like

the phenomena of nature and, sor must also conform to a

set of fixed l-aws, and that, indeed, â11 phenornena of

soci-ety are phenomena of nature.

This link of the scientific to the social has been

one of the greatest movements in the history of philosophi-

cal thought and, inevitably, has been manifested in the pure

idea of social science in the fields of psychology, socio-

logy, anthropology, political science, economics, and all

forms of planning. In fact, it remains one of the strongest

guiding principles in most fields of social science despite

the critical periods of idealism, mysticism, and romanti-

cism which fol-lowed the positivist era, claiming the

incapacity of science to penetrate ultimate reality.



Positivism in Planning

The linkage of social- concerns to the methods of
scientific inquiry originally pursued by Auguste comte

firmly established a tradition in the social science

disciprines. As a result, the most widely held view of
city planning currently is one which i-s positivist in
nature. one may argue, in fact, that positivism remains

the ruling theory in the planning discipline, despite
various opponents to this view" There are, indeed,

continuing and yet prevaí1ing "traditions" in city planning
which present themsel-ves as clear manifestations of the
posítívist doctríne. These trad,itions in planning may be

viewed in a continuing emphasis on such concepts as the
means/ends conception of rationality, the rational--
comprehensive motfel itsel_f , and planning for a "public
interest. " Evidence of positivism generally reveal-s itself
in most planni-ng methods and techniques and in the core

emphasis within the planning educational curricul-um.

The most enrightening indicator of current planning
thought is the prevaiting emphasis found, in planning
journals and articles" The "state of the art" of planning
remains scientific and positivist in nature, although

various systems of thought are redirectinq this mainstream

practice 
"
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A number of the more recent planning articles have

both directly and indirectly addressed the subject of

nnqil-irzicm in ^l-hhih^ ï=rn¡ranr.o Menn T 
I

**. yrarrrrrrry. rqWIeflCê Mann reviewed* the

influence and impact of the positivist approach in planning

between 1900 and 1965, and focussed on the most significant

period of impact, between 1956 and 1965, when the degree

of empiricJ-sm and quantification in planning method reached

its highest point of influence. Literature in the planning

field, in general, reflects this period and the shifting

emphasis after 1965. Lawrence Mann states in this articl-e

that planning has become an applied social science" In

other words, the scientific approach to socíal- questions is

stil-1 a prevalent mode of inquiry despite the continuing

criticisms of positivism" Although the sixties brought an

awareness of the dubious standards for social 1<nowledge

associated with the empirical method, Mann states that this

belief in positivism sti1l exists f.or planning and that

advances in the body of knowledge contj-nue to occur.

Planning method generally is a tradition of

scientific application in technique and measurement. The

relevance of the positivist school of thought to planning is

nowhere more clearly manifested tiran in the tradition of

planning method. Mann's discussion in the artícle cited

above is focussed upon the Deutsch-Platt-Senghass L970

analysis of social science advances, which summarizes such

techniques as factor analysis, who created it, the years
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article include game theory; large-scale sampling in

social research; statistical decision theory; operations

research and systems analysis; information theory, cyber-

netics and feedback systems; and computer simulation of

social and political systems. The "borrowing" habit of

planning from other disciplines is nowhere better catalogued

than in this article. The use of scientific "tools" from

political science, sociology, psychology, geography, and

economics is presented concisely, technique after technique.

Economics is revealed to be the maìor contributor of

tcr-hn i rrrra tn n-l ann i ncr - r¿i th suCh advances ã s reoi ona It tvú e¡f

accounting, linear programming, cost-benefit analysis,

cost-effectiveness analysis, computer simulation of economic

systems (with particular ernphasis oî, and application to,

urban housing markets), as well as in the recent interest

in the relevance of welfare economícs to urban planning"

A second area in which the positivist traditíon is

manifested is in planning education. The emphasis in

planning schools on technique and means orientation versus

the more val-ue-laden and ethical guestion of ends is a

tradition in planning education derived from the positivist

school" This orientatj-on or d-irection in planníng generally,

and not just in the educational system, will be discussed

at further length below. The positivist trend in urban

planning education is best seen in an educational emphasis
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on statistics, linear programming, planning-quantitative

methods, and in the substantial theories of economics,

regional science, and regional economic and spatial

planning. Richard Klosterrnan, in addressíng the positive

versus the normative planning foundations, states that

implicit in this positivist tradition is a view by the

planning student of the planner as

a "value-free means technician" who col-l-ects
and anal-yzes factual data concerning the means
for achieving public policy objectives but
avoids the 'lvaIue" questíons of defining these
obj ectives . 2

Tho nl^i1^^^-L'- ^c rositivism is evident in the mostrrlE yrr-L_LUÞ(-,/[J]ly (JJ_ 
.1.

basic tradition in planning, namely, the rational-

comprehensive approach" Barcl-ay Hudson, in a very recent

articIe3, a.d.dresses the rational-comprehensíve, or what he

terms the "synoptic" approach to planning, âs being the

most central- of all the planning traditions. The four

classícal efements of the rational-comprehensive approach

are:

1. goal setting
2. identification of policy al-ternatives
3 " evaluation of means against ends
4. implementation of decisions4

Variations of these four stages do occur, but the procedure

itse1f remaíns rel-atively constant" For example, the four

stages of situational analysis; end reduction; designation

of courses of action; and the comparative evaluation of
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consequences are one variation of the classicar- moder- of
the rationaf-comprehensive process. The stages have also
been simplified to three in number, beginning with merely
listíng the opportunities for acti-on, identifying the
consequences of eachr â,'d, then, selecting the action
which leads to the "best" or preferred set of conseguences.
whichever variation is chosen to work with, the rationar__
comprehensive approach is characteristic of a process with
a changing order, feedback 100ps, and sub-processes (that
is, cost-benefit analysÍs, systems analysj_s, etc. ) . The
positivist character of this plann'ng tradition is besc
seen in Hud-son's description of forecasting research as a
sub-system of this model. He states that forecasting can
be broken d.own into:

uttt:**l]?ltt 
T"gÎ+= (trend extrapolarion,econometric mod--eTTïng r curve_iittirrg tÀ."úgÌ.multiple regressj_on analysis) ; or

Prob@ (Monte carlo methods,
X ¿f;;-ð,ãäi.*=, Bayesian

lffiå53¿ ,iSiliå3iis
From this, the rational-comprehensÍve modef clearly

rel-ies on the positivist tradition of quantj_tative analysi.s.
Hudson recogrnizes that, despite its potential_ for deep
quanti-tati-ve and scientific refinement, the moder_ is
extremely simple, and that planners cannot do without it
since the issues it addresses, that is, the ,,ends, means,
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trade-offs, action-taking issues," enter into virtually
every planning endeavour.6

Traditionally, the rationaf-comprehensive approach

defined a decision to be rati-onal if it. r-ed to the most

optimar or "best" solution, a solution arrived at through
increasingly sophisticated and scientifically oriented
tools of analysis. The recognition of human rimitations on

knowledge and information and, ultimatelyr on "comprehen-

sibility" for this optimal rational solution, led to the
notion of "satisficing" and Herbert A. simon's concept of
"bounded rational-ity." The positivist infl_uence remained

unchanged, however, with the introduction of this decision-
making model gauged at attaining the most satisfactory
ans\,ver, since the same technique and systematic analysis
used in determining the best solution was still_ basic to
this "bounded" process.

John Friedmann and Barclay Hudson explored. the shift
in decision theory after 1965 when a nevr emphasis on policy
science aro=".6- The infl-uence of the positivist school of
thought again remained basic to this changing pranning

process, with the emphasis ofl, for example, social indica-
tors; planning-programming-budget systems; systems analysis;
and larqe-scale computerízed simulation studi-es.7

Positivism in urban planníng, seen above as being

central to the traditions of planning methods and planning

education, and as basi-c to the traditional rational--
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comprehensive approach to planning, remains a dominant

force in sti1l other aspects or "traditions" of planning.

As recently as the Spring of 1979, ât the Cornell University

Conference, a statement by Richard P" Appelbaum fully

summarized the existing positivist infl-uence on planners.

He stated that planners present themsel-ves as "politically

neutral, objective policy-scientists-technicians attempting

to efficiently realize externally-given societal goals. "

This technical and value-free image into which the planning

profession has been moulded is claimed by many to be a

direct result of the rational-comprehensive approach to
*1 -.^-.:.^- ml^.:^ ^^*-^^^1^ ^ -1so involves theyJqlrrrrrrY . f,rrrJ ÕylJrLro\-rll , \JI lJIUUtr:ÞÞ t dL

separation of means from ends, where means are selected

to best (and/or efficiently) attain the given ends " The

^*¡ ^Ër.r\¿Þ d.!s .ro..".lIV presented in most discussions of the

rational-comprehensive approach as externally given, but

also as "societal goals" or in the "common giood. " It is

generally true that the means constitute factual statements

in which scíentific techniques are offered for action.

The ends, ho\nrever, are usually value-Iaden and of ten consti-

tute ethical statements. In the positivist tradition, the

focus of the rational-comprehensive model is technical,

scientific, and objective information, that is, means-

oriented information, and this model excludes the subjec-

tÍve, the emotional, the human, and the moral- information.
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The rationar--comprehensive moder- has also been
characterized as creating the sprit between the planner and
the politician' planners, in working within, and applying
the rationar-comprehensive moder- to, their practi-ce, are
able to ig.nore the poriticar aspects of the public interest
and the emotionar and subjective aspects of their informa_
tion, leaving these concerns to the poritician. fn other
words, the rational-comprehensive approach i_s more concerned.
with procedural techniques, and the substantive content is
left for other Ievels.

Essentiarry, the rationar--comprehensive model serves
to keep the means or procedural elements in ptanning
practice separate from the more vafue-raden ends creati_on"
Hence, the ends are usually merely identified by a planner
or are externally established by, for example, the elected
po1íticians, public interest g:roups , or individual_s. The
limitation of planning to the factuar- consideration of
means (versus the ethical consideratíon of ends) is a
direct outfl0w from the posi-tivist school 0f thought.
Pl-anners are restricted traditionally to onry those issues
and questi-ons which can be considered rationally; in other
words, only the selection of means for achieving arready
designated ends.

The positivist infl_uence in this
sed by Richard E. Klosterman. He states
tion of planners to the consideration of

respect is discus-

that this restric-
factual- means
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versus value-laden ends

positivist view, namely,

stems from two aspects of the

!h. logical positivist conception of ethics,developed by the Vienna Circle at the turn ofthe.centyryr.and the means-ends conception ofrationalitv. ö

The logical positivist conception of ethics
generally is one which views an "ethical_" sentence (stating
an action as good or bad, right or wrong, etc.) as non_

factual- and cognitively meaningless, since it can neither
be true nor fal-se. rt cannot, therefore, provide the basis
for systematic knowledge. The logical positivists also
assumed that

a cl-ear distinction can be d.rawn between factuat
and- ethical statements and a logical gap separatesthe two; that is, that no set oi factual stãtementsentails an ethical- statement (and the reverse) . g -

The means-end conception of rationality, stemming

from the positivist view, has to do with the rational
evaluation of means with respect to ends. Kl_osterman

describes this concept in terms of justification of actions.
Means are only justified in achieving an end and can be

rationally evaluated only on this ground. similarlyr ân

end cannot be rationally justified of itsel-f but could be

if it became a means to a further end. Klosterman gives an

example to clarify this means-end vi-ew from the positivist
school as raised by Simon, Weber, and others:
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nation, but they cannot justify reducingdiscrimination Ë"..rr=. tñey meret¡ dislike orprefer to red.uce aiscrimi"åtTàrr.-_

Thus, the positivist tradition in planning has
manifested i-tself throughout much of the field. The most
direct representation is crearly with the so-carled pranning
method and technique which j-s likewise presented in the
plannj_ng education curriculum. positivism is the basic
core of the rational-comprehensive approach to pranning,
which restricts pranners to the impartial identification ofexternally designated or ,,given,, ends and the procedural
selection of means or action which can be rationally
justified' This image of the planner as the objective
expert emerg'ed particularly during the trrrorr_d war rr period
when "hard" data and quantitative moder_s vzere viewed as aplanner's tools for action in societar_ goal achievement.
rn the 1960's, the chief response to the rising and critical
social problems was this scientific objectivity, rationalism
and politicaf neutrar-ity, a response reflective of the
positivist school. Appelbaum guotes John Kennedy,s vision
of the sixties as

demandi-ngr subtle. challenges for which technicalanswers--nor porirical .ñ"r.r=__musr b" ;;;;äåa.tI
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clearly, the spirit of positivism pervades much of our
current levels of thought and has, thus, both directly
and indirectly, shown its infruence within the otannì¡g
discipline 

"



Legal Positivism

As legal positivism is the first school of thought

in law to l:e discussed here, certain introductory comments

are required, both for the purpose of introduction to legal

philosophy in general, and as bacì<ground to the discussion

of lega1 positivism in particular.

Judicial philosophy, or jurisprudence, is an

extensive field of thouqht which is essential to an under-

standing of the nature of the legal process. As in plannítg,

there exists in law key philosophical schools of thought

which have guíded, and been manifested in, the lega1

traditions or "currents" of the lega1 process. Legal

Positivism, Natural Law, and Legal Activism have all come

to be general terms which refer to a range of different

theses and varying levels of thought. The nature of oners

jurisprudence, depending on which particular school of

thought is subscribed to, undoubtedly affects the way in

which a judge judges, a prosecutor prosecutes, and a lawyer

defends or advocates.

The varyíng level of influence that any one school

wilt have upon a judge or lawyer is dependent upon one's

regard to the doctrine of precedent and stare decisis.

Legal precedence is that doctrine which requires a judge,

in resolving a particular case before him, to follow the

decision in a previous case, where the fact situations in

the two cases are analogous. The problem which arises out
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of "precedent" serves to l-ink a definition of stare decisis "

The problem arises when many past cases with similar facts

dealing with the same particular problem in law have been

decíded in different ways. A judge must then decide which

case to fol-low as a precedent" To resolve this problem,

the doctrine of stare decisis is applied. This doctrine

reguires that a judge of a particular court must foll-ow the

decision of the highest court within that particular

provincial jurisdiction in which the court resides, although

he may be persuaded, to varying extents, by coordinate and

higher courts outside the provincial jurisdiction" All

courts are bound (in Canada) by the highest court in the

l-and., the Supreme Court of Canada. Stare decisis is a

Latin phrase meaningr "to stand by decided. matters. " Stare

decisis is itself an abbreviation of the Latin phrase

"stare decisis et non quieta moverer " which transfates as

"to stand by decisions and not to disturb settled matters.n12

To overcome the rigidity imposed by the doctrine of

precedent, a judge has the device of "distinguishing, "

which allows departure from a precedent case decision. In

this process, a judge must be able to distinguish the

precedent case from the current case on the basis of

differences in their material- facts. A judge may also

ârcnrê that the nracodenf case was decided on a differents!Ysu

rule of law than the current case should be, or he/she may

argue that the precedent case lvas wrongly decided and, so¡
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choose to ignore it.

It is the deqree of strictness with which a judge

binds himself to precedent cases and, thus, the amount of

díscretion employed, which determines that school or legal

philosophy subscribed to.

An understanding of the positivist doctrine in law

can be gained. through the writings of John Austin and

Jeremy Bentham, the earliest lega1 positivists, and from

those of H. L. A. Hart, for a contrasting and modern view

of positivism. This understanding is furthered by the

works of Hans Kelsen, who raises another view of positivism

in presenting the l-aw as a system of norms.

This discussion of positivism can be broken down

into three main areas which are basic to an understanding

of tegal positivisn. These basic areas are central ongoing

debates in faw and include the question of the separation

of }aw as it trisrr and Ia-w as it "ougfht to bei" the concept

of moral judgements and the denial of any sense of the

ideological in law; and, finatly, the argument that legal

decisions are deducible from set legal rules as applied to

the facts of a case without ref erence to any po'l itícal or

social aims, policies, or attitudes.

The doctrine of 1egal positivism, also referred to

as the analytical or ímperative school of jurisprudence/ was

fnrrnded bv,Tohn Austin (1790-1859). Positive 1aws, as
J-vs¿¿sve vJ

proposed by Austin, are laws "simply and strictly so-called,"
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divi-ne laws set bv God to men" The l-aws or rules set by

men to men are sometimes set by political rul-ers, by

persons exercising some form of government control, and

so on. Positive law thus exists by position.13 rh.

positivist school of thought has been manifested in law

in varíous ways, creatingi numerous school-s of lega] posi-

Livism, each, nonetheless, having a common stream which

reflects the traditional scientific attitude of positívi=*.14

Generally, legal positivism rejects speculation and confines

itsetf to the data of experience" Lega1 positivists

emphasize what rtisrr the law, over considerations as to

what "ought to be" the law. Thus, there is a separation

between law and morality, according to the legal positívist,

which makes secondarv any consideration of whether a parti-

cular law be a good. or bad l-aw. A lavr is, thus, considered

valid because of legal críteria' not moral or social

criteria.

Austin made a strong distinction between positíve

l-aw and positive morality. He distinguishes human or man-

made law and God-made law from another category of impro-

perly styled laws made by men. This third category stresses

the normative content of man-made "improper" laws" The

name "positive morality" created by Austin retains the

distinction from God-made by the epithet "positive, " and

the name "morality" prevents them from being identified as
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laws, since Austin views them as improper law" This

improper law or positive morality is a set of rules estab-

líshed by opinion and sentiment in regard to human conduct;

they are often referred to as "moral- rules" or "rul-es of

honour." They are, thus, here distinguished from positive
r ^-- f fl-ctW.

Both Bentham and Austín, along with other early

positive law theorists, sought to distinguish between the

law as it ís and the 1aw as i-t ouqht to be. Hart and other

present-day legal philosophers argue, however, that this

separation is false and that this hides the true nature of

law and its essence in social life " The separation of law

and morals has become a current and controversial debate

which questions the very necessity of law to conform to an

ethical standard. To Bentham and Austin (the original and

principal positive law theorists), whether a law is or is

not is one subject for inquiry; whether it be conformable

or not to a set standard (nature, God, morals, etc.) is a

completely different subject for inquiry. With regard to

obedience, they would argue that a 1aw, even that which is

morally bad, is still the law until such time as man seizes

his freedom to censure that ]aw" He is not, therefore, free

to argue that a law ought not to be the law and merely

disregard it; rather, the law must either be accepted and

obeyed or censured and replacecì.
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The natural--faw doctrine, in its principle of

conformity which demands positive law to be in agreement

with natura.l law, is similar, Kelsen arçrues, to the rel-ation-

ship of the empirícal- world of reality to the metaphysical

world of ideas. The world of reality is, thus, accepted

or rejected emotionally according to its conformity to a

set of platonic ideas, values, and so orl, just as positive

law is rejected or accepted by a natural- theorist according

to its conformity to the will of God, human reason, or

nature, depending on one's interpretatj-on of the natural

law doctrine" Kelsen thus arques here that natural law

theorists either justify positive lavr by proclaiming its

agreement with the natural, reasonable, or divine order,

an agreement asserted but not proved, or they quesLion the

validity of positive 1aw by claiming that it is in contra-

diction of one of the presupposed absol-utes. Thus, the

doctrine of natural- law is concerned not with the coqnition

of positive law, but with its highly emotional and unproved

level- of conformity with the absolutes of its own theory.

trositive lau¡r however, nei-ther seeks to justify nor condemn,

but seeks merely the pure and empirical legal reality.

Kelsen's discussion of a "pure theory of law"

(positive l-aw) raises the concept of a hierarchy of norms /

namely, that found in the distinction between procedural

and substantive law. He distinguishes between norms of a
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higher l-evel, whích are fundamental norms call-ed "grund-

normsr" and norms of a lower level, the latter having its

reason for validity in the former. This principle of

¡z¡'ii¿iif¡¡ Tfa]< ñ^^ìr'li=r ]-n -^-i!i--^ 1^'-..-rsen argues, as pecuffar to posaE]-ve raw.

He raises the example of the reasoning for validity of a

judicial decision which contains the individual norm (the

lower-Ievel norm) and states that the norm

is valid because the decision came into being by
the applicatíon of general norms of statutorY or
customary law that empower the court- !o decide
a "orrctele case in a óertain *a.rnet.16

Hans Kelsen, ín The Pure Theory of Law, presents a

.rênêrâl 1-hoor'' ^s ^^^':+:--^ Iaw which describes the l-aw asYsrrErq! urrçvr j uI t/UÐJ uIVc

if is,- nn1_ âs it should be" He raises a somewhat differentLe t

approach in distinguishing between the rrisrr and "ought" by

linkíng "ought" to behaviour and rtisrr to the act or will.

Thus, one individual may will that another ought to behave

in a certain \day. The first part of this sentence, Kelsen

describes as an "isr" as one personts will over another, and

the second part as an "ought." In 1aw, the "ought" has

both a subjective and an objective meaning which make it a

valid norm. The subjective meaning implies merely that one

ought to behave in a certain way; the objective rneaning

implies the existence of an authorizing norm, estab1ished

constitutionatly or by a legislative act. Kelsen raises the

example of a man in need who asks another man for help. He

states that the subjective meaning of this request is that
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the other ought to help him, and, in the objective sense,

1-^ n,rar-r+ .{-n l-,elo onìv if a .rênêrâI or established nOrmIIE \JLlVrI L LU rrE¿t/ v¡r¿J !! q Y çrrç!qr vr vr

exists which makes valid "love your neighbour" (made valid

by some l-eader who it is presupposed that one should obey

as commanded). It is only with this objective sense of

the "ought" that a positivist is concerned; in other words,

one ought to behave in a certain way because it is the law

to do so, not because of some "higher" system or ideal set

of moral or reliq'ious laws. This is the essence of the

positivist doctrine in stressing the 'tis, of the law--that

is, the actual existence of the law.

The subjective meaning of the v¿ord "ought, " in the

phrase above, for example, where "a man ought to help

another man in need, " is given without any such man-made

law" The man ouqht to do this for reasons other than the

mere existence of this man-made law. The subjective sense

of the term "ought" is, thus, more in conformity with the

concept of irlatural Law and the unwritten laws of morality

and goodness. Hence, this insistence on the separation

between law as it is and law as it ought to be is basic to

the positivist d,octrine.

Kelsen, in his positÍvist approach to the law,

addresses the concept of ideology and the law, another major

issrre of the oositivist doctrine. He argues that, if

positive 1aw is viewed in relation to a "higher" order

which claims Lo be the "ideal" 1a\¡,', Lhe "right" Ia\'r/n and
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this order, then this positive law must be rejected as

ideol-oqical.l7 Positive law is a science which seeks the

real law as it is, and not the ideal law as it ought to be.

Kelsen and others have referred to justice as being an

"irrational- idealr" rendering justice as neither the object

of science nor of positive l-aw" Instead, the object of

positive law, according to Kelsen, is to seek the "reaf

and possibte 1a\,'/, " and positive law is thus "radícally

realistic and empirical" "lB

Kel-sen is thus arguing for a "pure theory of la\t¡"

urh.i ¡l-r nroqan#c ñ^-.i +.; -'^ 'l -'..r.- vvv-- eÐ y\rÐr Lr v s raw âs f ree f rom this tt ideal t' or

"right" Ia\,v, a realistíc theory of law which refuses to

evaluate the positive law" Kelsenrs "Pure Theory" seeks only

to "grasp the essence of positive l-aw and, by an analysis

of its structure, to understand it" and thus seeks law as

it tris' not as it "ought to be. " This Pure Theory avoids

any involvement with political ínterests by refusing any

ideology. As Kelsen states,

Such ideology is rooted in Wishing, not in
Knowing the forces that try to destroy
the existing order and wish to replace it by
another, thought to be better, may not have
much use f.or áuch a coqnition of the 1aw.I9

Kelsen is thus arguing, in his Pure Theory, for a pure

"science of the l-a\rz" which rejects ideology, in the

tradition of the positivist school of thought.
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The third maror area basic to an understanding of

lega1 positivism is the contention that lega1 decisions are

logically d.educible from two inter-related premises, one

l-ra.i na l-hê Ì-rrê-õ^+ 1 ^^ã't rr:'l eS - r:OnCf ete and r.erl- a i n bV
- -5eL rggclr r r-rrêS r COnCfete q¡ru uç! Lqrrl v)

nature, and. the other being a complete set of facts arrived

at through the evidence presented in the respective case.

Hart refers to the legal system in which one may reach the
,.)^

correct judgement aS a "closed logical system, "¿v since the

legal rufes which are applied are predetermined and exist

to be drawn from in the logical deduction of the correct

1egal decísion"

In this regard, the positivist doctrine in law

contains what is known as the deductive model of 1ega1

ra:cnninc Tn +l-''i- mnÄa'l a illrloe is f.O .É': -Ä +1-^ ^^*líC-*^f EIIIS IIIQCIeI , * r -LrlL¿ LrrË ot/y-

able rule of law, and this, together with the facts of the

case, form the premise from which a conclusion or judgement

is reached by deductive reasoning. A judge, under this

model, is bound by precedent cases and has no discretion

to modify the law in response to changing social conditions

and prevailing attitudes. In adhering to the positivist

school of thought, a judge thus strictly applies narrow

prínciples of law to particular facts and decides cases

accordinglY "

This concentration on the rules and facts excludes

other factors and premíses from consideratíon by a judge.

Under the doctrj-ne of legal positivism, a judge has no
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discretion to consider a legal decision according to

political or socíal aims nor to public policies, ivloral or

ethical standards are likewise not considered or referred

to in the deductive model of legal reasoning in positivist

Iaw. Such considerations are, however, addressed in the

other two philosophical schools of thought, the normative

and the actívist schools, discussed below $,,n the following
chapters.
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CHAPTER 3.2

THE NORMATIVE SCHOOL

When we say of a person,
"He ought to do Xr " we
mean that X is the best
thing for the person to do
in a situation of choice
which now confronts him or
will confront him in the
future 

"

- PauI W" Taylor
Normative Discourse



THE NORMATIVE SCHOOL

The word "normatíve" invokes certain imaqes of

evaluation, prescription, and judgement in what is right

and what is good. We are ínvol-ved in normative philosophy

when, according to P. W. Taylor,

we judge an object to be good or an act to be
right, when we tell someone what he ought or
ought not to do, and when we lry to justify such
judgements and prescriptions.r

The key concepts of the normative school are, thus, the

concept of a good thing, the concept of a right act, and

the concept of what one "ought" to do" Good and right

imply evaluation, ought, prescription.

60
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The Normative Philosophy in Planning

The normative philosophy has only recently entered

the planning field, partly as a reaction to the positivist

tradition, partly in response to the shifting intentions

in planning. The faith in scientific knowledge as a

solution to planning problems has been weakened by a

realization that aI1 probl-ems are not technical ones with

technical solutions. This had become particularly evident

bv fhe'lafe 1960's. Until that fime- J-he on'lw rrr¡a'lidrr
, e¡¡v vLtLJ

solution was one based on facts, not values " Such planning

problems and concerns as poverty, poor health servíces,

segregation, and inadequate housing are understood now to

have political and economic roots and not technícal- roots

a1one.

The tide of normative thought in planning has reached

the point where the prepared plan itself is viewed as a

normative order. However, planning statements which

reflect substantive concerns or which incorporate normative

prescriptive elements remain a problem for planners , or t at

least, a cause for concern. This view is expressed bv

Barclay Hudson. He raises the example of forecastirg, this

being both a purely descriptive analysis and incorporating

a strongly normative element" He states that the normatÍve

interpretation

goes far beyond method, drawing on quaIl-ties
of imagination, willingness to exercise moral
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interpretation of facts, and sensitivity to
historical dvnamics.2

He goes on to state that planners are "uncomfortabl_e" with

the "l-iterary methodr " although this concern with substance

may be the most accurate approach to social- problems and

solutions. The most dominant traditions, namely, the

synoptic (the rational--comprehensive model) and the

incrementalist, dominant because they are most comfortable

with the concerns of objectivity and reliabílity, tend

towards the social science method.

In making recofltmendations for the future, the

planner is, in essence, stating what ought to occur, and

this can be based on a normative model or a deterministic

model. The willed future ot the normatíve model embodies

concepts of desirability and betterment, while the deter-

minístic model reli-es on a causal rel-ationship with the

present and the future. This willed constructíon or

"invention" of the future is referred to by Hasan Ozbekhan

as "futures creation. " Ozbekhan describes this concept as

"requiring intel-l-ectual and emotional qualities

creativity and original synthesis " " He goes on

+l^-+
LLld L I

pure

state

It call-s for the ability Lo define goals and
norms, to embody different sets of envisioned
situations into evolving constructs, to abstract
different alternatives from them, and to choose
among such alternatives. It depends on one's
capacity to distinguish between what is constant

of

to
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and what is variable, and to deal- with larqe
numbers of relevant, interconnected, but
causally unrel-ated variables. Finally , íf it
is to satisfy the above requirements, the
resulting construct will necessarily be
different from the present state of the system,
and this difference must symbolize some good,
or virtue, that the present lacks that
is what I sþould call a normative approach to
the future.3

The shift ín planning intentions since the 1960's

away from scient.ific solutions and answers to highfy

political and social questions and problems has also had

the effect of bringing under a planner's consideration not

only the means, but also the ends of public policy concerns.

The means are usually linked to the "isr" and the ends are

usually rel-ated to "l¿hat ought to be" statements. A

planner's consideration and emphasis on means generally

stems from the positivist influence in planning methods

and. techniques, which are all directed at best determining

the alternative for action, or the means to an externally

given end. The selection of ends is usually considered

"value-Iadenr " often concerned with ethical and moral

stand,ards, and is, thus, usually left to the politician's

consideration.

Klosterman presents a case for normative planning

in which planners would subject the factual questions of

public policy means to rational consideration, but also the

ethical questions of public policy ends, the ends being

"what ought to be" statements" D" A" Seni arques, however,
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in his paper, "on the Rational Justification of plannincr

Decisions, " that neither the scientific knowledge nor the

moral/ethical standards can be rationally justified and

that something l-ess than full justification is reguired
which leaves such knowledge and standards open to criticism

and change.4

Given the newness of this approach, both of becoming

involved in the consideration of the ends as wer-r- as the

means in plannirg, and of consideringr the rational_
justification of such considerations, there is, as yet,

much work to be done in this area. The normative school,

in general, has introduced a val-ue-oriented approach Eo

planning which is linked to such concepts as morar-s and

intuition, and to such concerns as the good and the right
decision. This has produced an entirely different struc-
ture within which planners might test their solutions and

information. This structure is remote from the long-

accepted, systematic feedback arrovrs offered by the

positivist, rational-comprehensive traditions. This

shifting of intentions has inevitably caused many changes

in approach and a series of key guestions to be raised.

Generally, with this increasing awareness by

planners that their actions are necessarily involving

ethical issues and that the essence of their profession is
political in nature, there has arisen an uncertaintv of how

to deal with these ethicar aspects. clearly, in approaching
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the technicaf issues of society, the logical positivist
tradition and the empirical- sciences give quite a clear
understanding and method of practice for planners. This
is true in all cases of understanding the way the world
is, according to Klosterman, but uncertainty arises in
approaching "what ought to be" decisions in planning.
Herer ro clear guidance exists parallel to the positivist
tradition.

As a result, planners seem to have responded l_n

two different ways to ethical positions. According to
K] r¡qJ- orm¡nvv¿¿lrL¿¡¡ t

some, emphasízing pranning's scienLific nature
and adopting the perspective of the positive
social sciences, attempt to avoid arl ethicalquestions by collecting factual information
Others, emphasízing planning's political
nature just assume their political positions
to be "correct" and engage in piagmatic pãtiti"=

. to promote thg interests of under_
represented groups. 5

rt is this second response whj-ch ís most characteristic
of advocacy planners. Advocacy planning generally is
viewed as being rooted in the sixties and in the legal
adversary process, âs being characteristi-c of plural plans,
and as defending the small man's i-nterests versus the
power groups of business and g'overnment. Advocacy

planning has been described as injecting normative prin-
ciples into pranning and as moving planning away from its
neutral- objectivity in dealing with both social_ problems
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and those problems falsely defined as apolitical in nature.
The advocate planner has, in the past, been involved, ivith
r-l'ra 1î'i ^h1." ^^Iiticized issues of education f i n,anr''i ncrt/v¿r uru¿ásu ¿ÞÞL¿gÞ (JI eLtLtud- LJ__--

busing, integration, legar attacks on exclusionary zoníng,

and environmental protection and impact. Advocacy planning
has also had the effect of creating a stronger linkage
between social scientists and judiciary processes in policy
decision-makinq .

Neither of the two approaches referred to by

Klosterman, he argues, addresses the ethical issues of
nrrhl i ¡ nn] i ¡rz n] -^- .i -- ^-¡ l^,, -^ r .:I/L¿IJ-Lr-u l/ur-r-uy prannl-ng, âflo, uy Þcl/d.ro.urrlg scientif ic analy-

sis from political action, neíther approach refr-ects the
profession's traditional concerns with both rationaritv
and reform" It is here that the limitations of the

normative school in planning as a guiding philosophy are

revealed.
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The Normative philosophy in Law

The normative school of thought is a strong and

long-lasting infl-uence within the field of law, and., in
fact, has contributed to the very origins of raw" The

normative statements, "one ought to do x" and. "one ought
not do Yr" are clearly the most basic concepts within the
legal discipline and the study of l-aw. This normative
aspect of the law is directed at the behaviour of indivi-
duals and imposes obligations on each individual at the
micro level- within any particular system of law. There is,
however, another r-evel of normative thought in lavr, con-
sidered at the macro r-ever, which opens up a different
approach to the study of l-aw and imposes obrigations on the
entire system or body of l-aw itself. This is the order
of Natural Law, a highly normative system which stresses
what the law ought to be. rt ís at this level that the
i -^'. i -.. , ,.: 't 1-Lrrqurry wr-r-J be pursued, to determine the i-nfluence of the
normative philosophy within the system of law as a whole.

In most of the readings of legal philosophy, and

in this pursuit of the manifestations of the normative
school in legal thought, it has been found that the
discussions focus primariry on two key subjects. These

are' the argument that there exists a higher system of law
(usually a varying form of natural law) to whích man-mad.e

or human law must conform, and the debate that the separa-
tion of l-aw and morals is a false separati_on which denies
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a "natural" linkagTe between the law as it rris'and the law

as it "ought to be. "

The origins of natural law are in Greece; the

meanings and the interpretatj-ons given to it since that time

are numerous and have been the focus of attention for such

philosophers as Cicero, Saint Thomas Acquinas, Hobbes,

Locke, Rousseau, and Montesquieu. fn fact, it r.r¡as from

certain key ideas of Aristotl_e that the philosophy of
Natural Law developed. For example, Aristotle's belief in
man as possessing a sense of good and evil, of the just

and unjust, and his concept of a universal law of God. and

of reason which is unaffected by desire and on which equity
and justice rest are all- believed to have been influential
in the origins of the Natural Law doctrine.

Cicero was, however, the primary author of this
philosophy and has been described as seeing a divine origin
in natural- law, and as viewj-ng naturar- raw to be universal
and dominant over man-made law because of this origin; that
is, because it comes from God.. Natural la\n/, in essence,

according to Cicero, conlmands what ought to be done and

forbids the opposite. saint rhomas Acquinas identifies
Rornan catholic theology with ravr, where divine reason

becomes natural law. His theory frames alt l-aws into tr^/o

categories, one being man-made or positive law, and the

other being the natura] or eterna] I aw. The positive law
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must not be opposed to the divine law, else the former
becomes a perversion of the law, and is considered uniust
and ought not to be observed. Thomas Hobbes, in his
doctrine of man's serf-interest and. self-preservation,
departs from the divine origins of natural law given by

his predecessors and raises a humanist conceptíon of
absolute g'overnment rationally conceived.

Natural- l-aw doctrine, in general, today is viewed
as a set of erements in the legal system which are accepted
universally as valid ancl as minimum precepts of moralÍty.
They are normative concepts with which any rational_ man

would agree" Natural l-aw doctrine thus maintains that
there is an ordering of soci-al- relations separate from
positive law, superior to it, absolutely "valid." and ,,just,,

because it emanates from either nature, human reason, or the
will of God (depending on the variant of natural law
doctrine one subscribes to).

The tradítion of Naturar Law, as described by

H. L" A. Hart in The concept of Lqw, comprises a twofor-d

contention:

first, that there are certain rrrin¡inloo¿¿rurrr¿çÐ Of tfue
moralíty or justice, d.iscoverabl_e by human
reason without the aid of revel_atioà even rhoric,h
fhar¡ lrar¡a ¡ zl ,a¡svu q *j-vine origin ì 

e¿lvqY¡¡

secondly, that man-made laws whj-ch conf l_ictwith these principles are not valid law.6
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This basic demand of natural law theorists for

human law or positive law to conform with the higher

system of natural law has been an ongoing and, yêL,

unresolved debate" The natural law theorist views the

validity of positive law in its conformity with natural

law, validity thus resting in an order establ-ished by

nature, a higher authoritative standard than that of the

human legislators.

The strongiest criticisms, or the counterside of
this debate, is leve1led by the Iegal positivists,
particularly Hans Kelsen" His main objection is that
natural l-aw doctrine is untenable from a scientific point

of view and that it is unable to be verifi-ed since it
rests on metaphysical beliefs and on the existence of a

just God. The positivist 1egal theory is, however,

criticized as containing no standard for justice or injus-
tice nor any criterion to judge its positive law as just

or unjust.

IIart further clarífies the positivist and natural
law theoríst positions in addressing the validity of a

law seen to be iniquitous. The positivist would argue

that such a l-aw ís still the law but is too iniguitous to

obey or apply" The natural law theorist woul-d argue that
this law is in no sense law because it is iniquitous, that
is, it does not conforrn to the higher moral principles.
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This concept has been expressed historically in

the German school- of thought active during and after the

lJazi regime. It{any of the legal positivists v¡ho lived in

pre-\,var Nazism \,vere forced to discard their concept of law,

once made to l-ive under the morall-v evil laws of Nazi

Germany. The exploitation of the positivist slogan "lav/

as faw" (Gesetz al-s GeseLz) , the bel-ief that positivism

enforced the subserviance to the "morally evil laws" by

separating law as it is from 1aw as it ought to be, and,

in essence, the belief that legal positivism pov/erfully

contributed to the horrors of Nazísm, all served to convert

the legal positi.vist of the German school to the doctrines

of the normative school and natural law" This conversion

was refl-ected in post-Nazi German court cases in which

convictions und.er certain Nazi statutes \,vere not upheld

on the grounds that those statutes v¡ere found. to be contrary

to the "sound conscience and sense of -iustice of all decent

human beings, " reasoning which has been hail-ed as a

Lriumph of natural law over positivism.'

This argument between the positivist and naturaf

law theorists is basic to, and indeed forms one part of,

the broader debate on the separation of law and morals, or

the separation oi the law as it is and the faw as it ought

to be" H" L" A. Hart is one of the leading figures in this

debate. The subject is addressed in his book, The Concept

of Law and in his article entitled "The Separation of Law
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and Morals. "

Hart suggests that there are ways in which the raw
i-s strongry infruenced by morars which every positivist
would concede as fact, and. that the positivist argument of
the separation of raw and morar-s must be explored further
in order to charr-enge it. For example, he arg,ues that no

"positivist" could deny that statutes are often mere legal
shells which demand, by their express terms, to be filled
with moral- principles; that contracts are rimited by
reference to conceptions of morar-ity and fairness; and that
liability for both civÍr- and criminar \,vrongs may be adjusted
to prevailing views of morar responsibility.B rhe ror_e of
moral-s and concepts of fairness and justice are thus implicit
i-n their connection to the ]aw, a point with which most
jurisprudential schools of thought wourd agree. The

normative school_ does, hovrrever, go even f urther in connect_
ing the two, in arguing that the man-made law must conform
to the first principles of morality and justice in order to
be valid, that is, in order to be laltz.

Judges, in their position of interpreting statutes
and precedents, are often guided by the assumption of
reasonableness; that is, they acknowledge that the purpose
of the statute or precedent being considered is a reasonabre
one' and it is not intended to be unjust nor to work
against established morar principles. Morality is thus
assumed by a judge to be at the basis of a rure or a raw i_n
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interpretation, since no judge would consider the intention

to be unreasonabl-e or directed towards injustice, unfairness

or immorality.

In this regard, Hart raises the example of a 1egal

rule which forbids taking a vehicle j-nto a public park.

Clearly, automobiles woul-d be considered vehicles; however,

bicycles and roller skates may or may not be classified

as vehicles, and a judge must, therefore, take the

responsibility of decíding. Hart argiues that logical

deductíon cannot serve as a model- for judges in bringing

particular cases, like the one raised in this example,

under general rules " Their arguments and reasons for

deciding must be sound or rational without being logicalty

conclusive. The criterion which makes a decision sound

in decidLng, for example, that a bicycle is not a vehicle

for the purposes of this rule, rests, however, on some

concept of what the 1aw ought to be. Hart argues that

it is easy to slide from that (the concept of
what the law ought to be) into saying that it
must be a moral judgement about what the law
ought to be. So, here¡ wê touch upon a point
of necessary "intersection between law and
morals" "- "9

Hart raises the most renowned judicial virtues in

raw, which are characteristic to iudicial choice considered

tO be neither arh'i#r¡r\z h^É meChaniCal, TheSe VirtUeS are:
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impartiality and. neutralitv in 5rrrrzorzi na ÈÌra
alternaríveË i consid;;;;l;; ;;r"äå"í;i:r#;
of al1 who will be affected; and a concernto deploy some acceptable general principl_e
as a reasoned basi-s for decision.l0

Judicial choice is qiven credence, therefore, both by its
reasonableness (it is not based on interpretations of
injustice or immorality) and by its virtue as informed
impartial choice, which is the derived product of a

weighing or balancing procedure aimed at "doing justice.,,
rmpartialitv in the applicati-on of the raw is usually
referred to as "naturar justicer " better identified as the

notion that what i-s to be applied to a murti-plicity of different personè- is the samegeneral rulç, undefrected by prejudice, interest,or caprice. lf

rt is with regard to these judicial virtues of
impartiality, neutrality, and interest, and, particularly,
with regard to the sense in which they are appried outside
of the logical deductive model of regal reasoning and in
the interests of the higher system of morars, values, âDd

ethics, that this discussion no\.,ü turns to the third
philosophical schoor of thoughtr âs mani_fested in planning
and judicial activj-sm.
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CHAPTER 3.3

THE ACT]VIST SCHOOL

. if the planner enters
the realm of action, his word
must be responsible. He is
no longer setting forth
alternatives, but advocating
points of viev¿ that will
affect the lives and well-
being of others.

John Friedmann
Retracking America



THE ACTIVIST SCHOOL

"Activism" is generally clefined as taking a

vig.orous part in a political movement; this participation

is often spontaneous, as opposed to contemplative or
speculative in nature, and is a tyËre of conduct whÍch

exerts influence.

The activist school is, however, manifested in
other than the political sphere" Apart from political

activism, there is judicial- activism, planning activism
(which has political dimensions), scientific activism, and

religious activism. The activist school of thought focusses

on both normative and prescriptive concerns, leading its
subscribers to assume explícit value positions. rt is in
this way that the activist school can be seen as a further
extension of normative thought. rndeed, it is the normative
perspective which directs the various forms that activism
takes "

Activism rpay be said to rest on beliefs in ',what

ought to be," but as a school of thought it goes further in
this normative approach" clearly, there is much overlap
between the two discussions, and, in fact, various pranning

approaches, such as advocacy planning, will ',fit" into t or
be said to ssþcr-.r'il-ra {-n xoth schools of thoughL,

'7 '7
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depending on the type of behaviour and the extent of
approach taken by the specific advocate" Given the numerous

manifestations of the activist school of thought, the
clearest explanatj-on of this school wirl_ be found in the
re]evant inquiry into planning activism and judicial

acti-vism outlined below.
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Planning Activism

Within the activist school_ of thought, planning

has historically been viewed from a number of positions.

For example, planning is viewed as enhancing freedom on

one hand and restrai-ning freedom on the other (the "Great
Debate" of Hayek, Wooton, and popper); as a means for
sociar reconstruction (Karl Mannheim); as a form of societal
guidance (Amitai Etzioni); and as a vehicle for social
learning (Friedmann and Hudson). The activist school of
thought as it. relates to planning is, with respect to the
normative school of thought, more rooted in an expticit
movement, in a specific varue position, and has more of a

developed theoretical_ basis from which to operare.

rt is for the reasons cited above that the activist
school is considered distinct from the normative school.

Klosterman and others have considered both trad,itions to be

one and the same, a single tradition which views planning

as a means for improving government and improving society,
and which reguires a commitment to change. rt is believed,
however, that, because of the above differences, the

activist school represents a separate trad.ition unto itself,
.i * €-^! ^ c---r-n racr, a rurther graduation from the sole emphasis on

"what ought to be. "

The 1960's and 1970's saw the greatest emerg-ence of
planning activism. As with the normative approach, the
absurdities recognized in a scientific approach taken by
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planners to the probr-ems which had surfaced in the 1g60,s
became clear by the early 1970,s. The major contributors
to this school- of thought during thÍs period weïe charles
Hampden-Turner, Edgar Dunn, and John Friedmann. Theories
of planning' were being refocussed in this period of
uncertainty on concerns with such things as humanisti-c
values, existential- knowledge, sel-f_actual_izing groups, and
social- rearning through diarogue. As Friedmann and. Hudson
stated,

Th. ne\^/ paradigm insisteddevelopment as a central-portrayed, planning itselfrearn:-nq - l

_on man's psycho_social
rocus of planning, andas a form of social

The emphasis of this paradigm is on the interper_
sonal rel-ationships or "transactions,, between the technical_
experts with scientifíc knowledge and the client with
personal knowledge from which mutual learning carr occur.
Dial0gue was ar-so emphasized, and knowledge was thus
transformed into action. This approach to pranning has
been called "societal guj_danc€r,, and the contributors are
often ref erred to as the ,,new humanists. ,,

Transactj-ve planning r âs presented by BarcJ_ay
Hudson, emphasizes not the achievement of objectives, but,
rather' the process of personal and organization devel_oo_
ment; that is, the effect of plans on

people's dignity,
rnel_r val_ues and

their sense of
behavi_our, their

ef fectj-veness,
capacity for
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Thus, transactive planning is concerned with personal

face-to-face contact, dialogue, and with letting peopl-e

control the social- process of planning--in other words,

decentralizing planning institutions. John Friedmannrs

desire that planning become a

process embedded
validated through

is clearly stated through

the positivist tradition
lÁ ì: I 

^õrrô 
at¡ I l'ra¡nmacçuv. /

method.

I evolution of ideas

the transactive approach" Thus,

is lessened, and mutr-lal- Iearning

A (1:"^ê: J-or n¡r'l- nf J-ha rrl ¡nr"È.s! _ r _*_--tl_ngi

in continua
action3

Radical planning, a further position of planning

activism, is described by Hudson as having two mainstreams

of thought, one being spontaneous activism, and the other

being holistic, centering on critical theories of the

state, class structures, and so on. The activist school

is described by the "back to the roots" concept of mutual

aid, community self-reliance, and the cooperative spirit,

and stresses the importance of personal growth as in trans-

active planning. Participation under this model is to be

maximized, state intervention minimized, and it is more

desirous for community committees to plan than it is for

central bureaucracies to do so. The holistic stream of the

radical- planning tradition concentrates on the effects of
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economic relationships, class structures, and. contro1 by

the med.ia" Hudson states that, within this stream, planning

is seen as playing handmaid-en to conservative politics in a

form of Mandarism.4

The radical planning movement has also recently

taken on a sociological influence, emphasizing the indivi-

dual in the cÍty and the sociological- impact of the

industrial city" The writings of David Harvey, Manuel

Castells, I¡7eber, and others have all contributed to various

interpretations of a radical theory of the city and the

urban form. Inesualities in housing, the politics of land

development, l-abour conditions in the industrial city, and

bureaucratic al-ienation have al-l- been subjects of inquiry

in the radical planning movement"

The rational-comprehensive model- of planning refers

to a unitary concept of the public interest, avoiding

issues of conflict between competing interests, issues ín

fact addressed by both the radical and advocacy schools of

thought. Planners of the activist school, in arguing the

Iimits of the rat.ionaf -comprehensive model-, thus attend

to the political aspects of the public interest as well as

the emotional and subjective aspects of their information.

As Dyckman states,

the social planner cannot afford the luxury of
positivist detachment The enterprise of
social planning has always been facilitated by
strong ideology" At the l-east, it requ-ires
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determined leadership It may be necessary
for the poor gnd disadvantaged to have their
own planners. r

The radical and transactive planning approaches

emphasize dialogue, personal knowledge, cl_ass structures,

political-economic relationships, and "grass roots parti-

cipation" in addressing social problems. They are also

seeking long-run results. However, given the central

bureaucratic structure of most planning bodies, these

schools are less feasible, according to Hudson, since the

operating principles are unknown among planning profes-

sionals "

In arguing that the mainstream theories of planning

are concerned with procedural techniques (the means),

leaving the substantive content for other levels, Hudson

presents the contrasting radical and transactive approaches

as addressing the total- realm, procedural and substantive

together. These two approaches advocate that planning

methods must correspond to, or recog'nize, the nature of

planning problems being addressed--in other words, the social

and political or entire content of these concerns. They

view any technique or method as value-l-oaded, âs having

a built-in bias according to the interest of the group,

and, thusr âs never being neutral" According to Hudson,

They view objectivity itself as a biased frame
of reference, excluding those qualities of
experienced reality that can only be known
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subjectively, and must be validated on grou4ds
where social science is reluctant to tread.o

fn this regard, Klosterman has argued that even

the scientific procedure of gathering information for the
policy-makíng processes requires a determination of which

studies are to be conducted and which data is to be col--

lected, decisions which necessarify involve substantial

ethical issues. He also argues that, since planning is

essentially political in nature, it is unreal_istic to

exclude substantive, ethical considerations from public

policy.

Klosterman also supports the belief that plans are,
indeed, politicar programs which clearly reflect political
philosophies " He argues that the impossibility of planning

is solely scientific, since plannersr actions help deter-

mine "vrho gets what, when and howr', and. planning decisions
thus affect people in the politicar sense. Because their

actj-ons necessarily ínvol-ve ethical issues in, for example,

distributional decisions, Klosterman argues the impossibiri-

ty of limiting planning to only the factual or scientific
consideration of meansJ

Planners are necessarily concerned with ends,

although the ultimate decision concernins ends rests with
the politician. Planners aref however, involved in the

determination and the effectuation of ends sought,

essentially throughout the process of preparing a masrer
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to guide the decisions and actions subsumed under it"

The principles contained within the p1an, and the desired

goals specified in the document, are then basic to the

planning decisions.

Some of the more recent planning documents reflect

the normative and activist approaches in their statements

and direction. The concern with interest srouÞs and

minorities taken by the activist planners of this past

decade, for example, is being reflected in a number of

planning documents. Reference is ¡nade here to the Cleveland

Policy Planning Report which speaks of interest and client

groups, rejecting outright the concept of a unitary public

interest as a planning myth. This report, heralded as the

most progressive plan to yet emerge, addresses the income

disparity of the Cleveland citizens and is one of the few

documents, if not the only one, which mentions such words

as " equity, " " f airness, t' "power, " t'moral commitmeflt, t' and

"injustice." In fact, equity is, in the Plan for Cleveland,

the one overriding standard for judging and appraising

policies and programs. At the beginning of the Report,

the Clevel-and Planning Commission's single goal is stated:

Equity requires that loca1Iy-responsíble govern-
ment institutions give priority attention to the
goal of promoting a wider rangie of choices for
those Cleveland residents who have few, if any,
choices. B
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The activist school- of thought in planning has

also made at least a preliminary approach to the question

of linkage between what rrisrr and what "can be." Stephen

Gale, for one, has examined the integration in planning

theory between the actual (the "is") and the feasibl-e

(the "what ought to be" ) . He argues that a theory of

planning must examine this linkage and integrate the con-

cl-usions with an anal-vsis of the normative statements and

judgements about the designs for future worl-ds " This

argument regarding the independent identity of "what is"

and "what ought to be" is an ongoing one" Many believe that

"what ought to be" makes sense only if it corresponds to

the "what is" and that onlv those activities which are

possible within the probable range of existing experience

(the "what is") should be prescribed as "what ought to be."

This argument has been described in a clearer manner and

has been recognized in this capacity for a long time by the

traditional consideration of planning as both an art and a

scj-ence. It has been argued that planningr âs an art, must

have some infl-uence on human affairs, and, âs a science,

must be predictive of human affairs.

The rational-comprehensive model, associated with

the positivist school, has forced planners to seek the

"best" alternative for action" In planning, this is

rational choice. However, the "best" concept need be

questioned. It has been somewhat tempered by the bounded-
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rationality model which seeks to "satisfice" and not

necessarily to maximíze or choose the "best" alternative.

ff one rejects the concept of a single, overriding public

interest, then it must be asked, "the best for lrzhom?" or

"for which of the vying interests is an alternative deemed

best?" The criteria for this "best" and even for the

"satisficing" alternative are usually pragmatic, efficiency

consíderations. In other words, to say a choice is rational,

usually in planni.g, only means it is efficient. Usually,

efficiency is seen in terms of minimizing economic costs,

but an alternative is also considered efficient with respect

to time and, too often, with respect to polÍtical expediency.

As Stephen Gale argues,

å,' "' r13?'l'i51" j :åä:-å;.:n"i: ::o':"n:iiË"i:'""
rational may be to only say it is efficient; it
does not provide grounds for rationally discrimi-
nating among efficient solutions, equitable
distributions, and. fair clecision procedures. Y

The subject of criteria and/or justification of

planning decisions, first introduced in the last section

as a shortcoming of the normative school, is a ne\^/ area of

study and is an understandabl-e outgrowth from the normative

and activist schools of thought. It does, however, tend

to open up an entire new area of thought, which only a

few pieces of legislation and a few of the most recent

articles published in planning journa-ls or presented at

recent conferences refl-ect. For the purposes of this thesis,
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this new area of thought which follows from t or perhaps

could be included âs, the most recent addition to the

activist school, can only briefly be discussed herer âS it

does, in itself, introduce an entire new field of inqui-ry

rza+- #n ho nrrr5ggçf . The SUb-ier:t of r:ri Èeri e i n 1. hc irrStif iCa-'zvçJq.

tion of planning decisions links ethics and morality to

planning and introduces concepts of the good, the right,

and the just in planning. It is at this point that planning

now rests. C. West Churchman has made this connection of

morality to planning. The concept of morality being

cxn'l nrefl is th¡J- ¡ro¡foÁ l-r¡z KanJ- - r^rh'i ¡h ChUfChman CiteSgvgv¿,ll¡l+v¿¿

as to

so act as to treat humanity, whether in
o\,vn person or that of another, in every
as an end wit.hal , never as a means on1y.

Churchman argues that, by treating people as objects, a

planner is acting immorally. He raises the example of a

planning decision to locate a much-needed hospital in an

area which will displace a few slum dwell-ers. Although

they are guaranteed better dwellings elsewhere and a

larger part of society wíll benefit by the decision,

Churchman argues that the decision is immoral, since the

slum dwellers are treated in the same way as the wall-s and

boards of the houses; that is, there is a better place for

them so they should be moved. The people are being treated

as means, not ends, in the same way that residents of urban

your
ô^ cô
10
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rene\^/aI schemes were treated as a means of cleaning up a

poverty-stricken area of a city. Thus, the necessity to

1-roef a norson-'i n Kantrs wnrdq- âq ân ond r^zi1-haì nor¡g¡ aSLIgqL q yç!ÐV¡I f LrL f\q¡¡u J vvu!uË, qr v¡Iu t r¡v\

a means only, could become a criterion for judging certain

planning decisions as moral or immoral. Churchman does,

as well, in following Kant's thesis, raise morality and

ímmorality as eternal concepts. The relevancy to planning

of this discussion by Churchman is significant, particularly

in the determination of this so-called "best" or "satis-

ficing" decision. He refers to Kant's discussion in the

^+-+^ñ^h+Þ LÕ LErttcll L t

Morality knows no trade-offs--no calculus of bene-
fits here minus costs there" One does not make

ç^v ^"ì 1 l^.¡ rlnìnrr m¡ro qOOd: OnCe theuy !v! çv rr pI svf ¡rY !LLv! u Y
immoral act is.Sone, it is there and remains
there forever.ra

Given this and his argument that morality is valid in and

of itself, it is cl-ear that such concepts could become

basic criteria in planning decisions having a normative

perspective or, in other words, which state "what ought to

be." Morality thus becomes a justification for a planning

decision, quite a shift from the positivist tradition of

scientific justifícation and objective criteria.

This link between scientific and moral reasoning

is addressed by Ríchard Klosterman, who sees moral-ity as

being a basis f.or criteria in planning decisions. In a

recent article, he states that moral philosophers are
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formulate rationally defensible critería which
match our considered moral judgement, just as
the philosophy of science attempts to develop
systematic pri-ncipleç which agree with accepted
scientific õractióe. 12

Klosterman has also connected morality to John Rawls's

two principles of justice. In A Theory of Justice, Rawls

has suggested that the rationality of ethical theories

relies simply on whether rationally defensible criteria

exist for validating ethical principles and decisions. He

has developed such criteria in his two principles of

-¡..^+.i ^^ --,i .lJuÐLruE, qrru they are, aCCOfding tO KlOSterman, tO be USed

in the social sciences as the scientific method is used to

evaluate the hypotheses and theories of the empirical

sciences. Klosterman, in fact, identifies Rawls's work as

being one way in v¡hich planners can practice normative

planning, rationally evaluating both the means and the ends

of public policy.l3 Klosterman raises the example in which

planners can argiue that social policy, wíth redistributive

effects benefiLting the least well-off, is just, and can

rely on Rawlsts principles to support their position" In

fact, the Cleveland Planning Report, in its normative

position of promoting a wider range of choices for Cleveland

residents, relies on Rawls's two principles of justice as

rational- iustification. 14
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As Klosterman argues, planners' ethical posi-tions

would not reflect mere preference or taste, but would be

justified according to set crj-teria in a way parallel to

that in the scientific method. Planners would also no

longer have to rely on claims to professionalism and solely

scientific investigations into means; rather, their propo-

sals coul-d be defended on rational grounds and could be

just as concerned with ends as they once were with means.

As Klosterman states,

if this does, in fact, happen, and the rational
justification of public policy ends joins the
scientific analysis of public policy means as a
guiding ideal of the profession, the implica-
tions for both theorv and practice will certainlv
be far-reachinq. l5

This furthest extension of the actívist school,

which seeks a justificationist position for normative and

activist planning, is reflected only in the few recent

pieces of 1íterature cited. above. The latest contribution

to this developing position is an article by D. A. Seni,

prepared. for the Conference on Planning Theory and Practice

at Cornell University j-n the Spring of i-g7g.16 Seni

responds to Klosterman and others on their justificationist

position" He argues that planning decisions cannot be

scientifically justified and that a weaker criterion than

full justifiabilit.y is warranted. Fie does, in fact, combine

his approach to the subject of the rational justification

of planning decisions with Popper's theory of knowl-edge
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as bej-ng incomplete" He thus argues that neither the

morar/eLhical (normative) standards nor the scientific
knowledge can be rationally justified and, that ful-l- justi-

fication has to be replaced by the position that takes

knowledge as incomplete, as improvabl_e and partial. He

argues that knowledge must be held open to criticism and to
testing, not because testing would prove scienLific
knowledge and normative standards true, but because it.
would not have shown them to be false.

There is, then, this search, in the realm of moral

and ethical knowledg:e, by a few normative and activist
planners, for a framework which supports a normative

principle or d,ecÍsion" This search for a justification, or
seeking the "grounds for" or the necessary and sufficient
reasons for a judgement in prannirg, leads one onto new

territory in planning theory. Tt wirl be shown that a

similar set of questions, relating to the justification of
moralry and ethically based judicial decisions, is beínq

raised in the parallel- school of legal activism. This

most recent movement in planning is thus carrying the
question of "what ought to be d.one" one step further in
asking "rhyr" a question which is based on moral principles.
The answer to this question requires, according to Seni,

a set of ultimate moral principles, just as, in the rational
justification of scientific statements, absolute first
principles or criteria of ultimate truth are rê.rìlirort
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Seni defines a moral principle as

a proposition about the factors in a situation
to which one can appeal as a moral reason forjudging good from bad or riqht from *tonq.17

For the purposes of decision-making or judgemental

criteria, seni argues that there must be reasons for human

action which go beyond desires, purposes, and principles
presentry held, and that these reasons or ul-timate prin-

ciples must exist irrespective of the person, so that it
will be possible to evaluate what a man, a rational moral_

agent, ought to do, whatever his contingent motivation may

be"'" This concept closely pararlels John Rawl-s's 'T-ndepen-

dent man" of the original position, whom he characterizes as

value-free and without knowledge of any social position.
Rawls has argued that this "veil of ignorance" allows a man

to be without personal desire and personar motivation and,

thus, enables him to settle on ultimate principl-es of
justice as fairness.

The most recent emphasis within the activist school

in planning has thus been centered upon the search for this
justificationist framework which supports a normative
principle or decision. Tn seeking the "grounds for" or the
necessary reasons for a judgement in planning, ne\,\7 inquiries
in planning theory are opened" rt will be shown that a

similar emphasis and set of questions are being raised in
the paralleI school of leqal- activism.
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Legal Activism

Legal actívism is simil-ar to planning activism, in
that it may be described as a further extension of the

normative school of thought. Likewise, it represents an

application of normative thought, ân activity or action
derived from certain normative prínci-ples based on a berief
ín "\n¡hat ought to be." Legal activism does approach the
question of what law and the courts ought to be doj.ng,

particularly with reference to competing sociar interesrs.
Within an activist rol-e, also referred to as a quasi-

legislative role, judges resol-ve particular matters not in
isolati-on, but rather in the context of social, economic,

and other considerations, and render decisions in such a

way as to permit the law to respond to changing social
conditions.

One central concept of the activist school in law

is concerned with a "reasonabl-e" or "just" d.ecision in an

individual case. Thus, the legal activist is one who seeks

a just solution despite the traditional demand of certaintv
in the treatment of similar cases. The legal rule may

serve as an overall guide to a judge, for example, but the

activist bel-ieves that the demands for certainty (in the

application of that rul-e to the general case) ought to be

sacrificed, if the need arj-ses in deating with an individual_

case, for the purpose of reaching a just decision.
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An additional concept central_ to the school of
legal activism is that which links the raw at any one time
to the social, economic, and psychological conditíons of
that same period. Both the effect of regal docLrines on

society and the social forces which have produced the legar
doctrines are examined within this linkage. This rel_ation-
ship is also studied within an historical- framework which

deals with rul-es and l-aws together with their economic and

social history--in other words, with how the raw developed

as a result of historical- socio-economic conditions.

fn a series of writings by Roscoe pound, the concept

of individual versus social interests in r-av¡ has been

raised. Throughout history, natural rights of individual_s

and individual free wi]ls were emphasized over matters of
social- interest and public policy concerns. rt was generally
felt that the courts should- beware in their consideration
of such social i-nterests, particularly where individual
interests \^/ere being infringed upon in favour of a broader

consideration. rt has been the influence of competing

social interests which has led the courts to employ a some-

what vague conception of policy. The increasing number of
social- interests, according to Justice pound, d.emand.s

ObSefVatiOn and qfrrrfrz hrz +-he Iav¡zor enrl jUdge

in order to ascertain just what claims or demands
or desires have pressed or are now pressing for
recognition and satisfaction and how far they
have been or are no\^/ recogrnized and secured.
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Such observation and study, he argues,
may well bear fruit for social - science in general
as well as for jurisprudenc""l9

Tncreasingfy, therefore, the infl_uence of activism
in l-aw is moving the courts towards action which mediates

between interest groups for the furtherance of a so-called

"common good. " Knowredge of the sociologicar backgrounds

of these competing interest groups is being demanded as

wel-1 as a perceptj-on and awareness of "public policy,'

within the courts. Legal activism is forr:ino a r:toars¡

recognition that law does act to allocate resources and.

rejects any denial of such activity. undoubtedly, there is
much cri-ticism directed towards this schoor, and there is,
even yet, a crear hesitation by most Anglo-American judges

to address social interests in their reasoning and in their
judgements. Legal thinking generally seeks to fortow the
principles of certainty and the standard rules of Iaw and

procedure in addressing lega1 matters. The legal activist
argues, however, that awareness of social interests and

public oolicy does play a role in Iegal reasoning and shoutd

be outwardly addressed rather than approached in this subtle
and hesitant manner in current practice.

In contrast to the normative schocl_, this form of
legal activism thus emphasizes such concepts as sociar
forces and interests, and directs less attention toward

those metaphysical concepts contaj-ned in the natural law
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doctrine" This sociological emphasis, r,rzhich reflects the

courts' appreciation of current political pol_icies, econo-.

mic and social- condi-tions, is addressed by professor Gerald-

L. GalI in the statement

I,Íhen one . reads a reported decision of a
court of la\,v, one is readi-ng not only the
judgement rendered by the court with respect
to the facts presented by the opposing liti-
gants, but also that judgement must be
regarded, realisticallyr âs reflecting thejudge's notion as to what constitutes public
policy, the existing state of moralityl and.political and economic conditions of the day

The activist school_ in l_aw al_so approaches the
question of the actual- rol-e of rules of law and of tradi-
tional legal concepts in producing court decisions. The

activist school- and the legal real-ists hold a certain
distrust of this factor as the sole basis for decision-

making and look to the attitudes, the values, and the

biases of the judge as a human being with a specific back-

ground in "explaining" a judicial decision. This is not to
argue that rules of law and traditional leqal concepts are

negated in their role in decision-making; rather, they are

merely distrusted as the sole basis of, or reasoning in,
judicial decisions. The personality of a judge is offered
as an additional factor in determining legar decisions.

Both jurors and trial judges are addressed. by the

legal realist in the belief that theyr äs human beings,

are affected by forces of the subconscious, by prejudices,

the
.20
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likes and dislikes, emotions, and their own convictions

when hearing the "facts" of a case. Jerome Frankr âs one

of the key contributors to this movement, argues that
jurors and judges are invested with an amazinq discretion

in determining the facts of a case. Where there is dis-

agreement concerning the facts presented by witnesses,

there is a wide "grey area" where discretion is applied.

Frank and others have argued that the discretionary choice

of facts is often reached by the infl-uence of this complex

of human emotions, biases, and values.

This realist movement in law, considered here as

one branch of the legat activist school-, is best summarized

b1z Professor GalI in his description of the other influ-

ences and components of judícial decision-making" These

include:

the personality of the judge, the ability of
the judge to distinguish, ignore and reinterpret
precedent, the political or policy-making role
of judges based upon a subjective perception of
justice and equity by a particular judge, and
the political, social, and economic substructure
that defines the context of a qiven case.2f

Professor Wal_lace Mendelson, in his d.escription of

a judge's use of discretion, identifies the balance between

the amount of discretion and the amount of law considered

appropriate in a given case. He states that a tendency

towards one area rather than the other determines the

d.ifference between an activist judge and a "serf-restraining"
judge. He describes judicial actj-vism as recognizing that
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judges do make policies and should, therefore, make no

fal-se pretense of objectivity but should exercise

their j ud.icial
âq {-harz qaô i t-

to achieve social iustice--

The legal activist school, in general, subscribes
to the concept of change, both in raw and in society. when

examining the tegal system within the social context, the
influence of one upon the other (law and society) is
argued, and the appropriateness of the law vis-à-vis
modern social- conditions is questioned" From this, social
change is examined and legal change is brought forward for
consideration--hence, the "actíon" component of the school

of 1egal activism.

The activíst school has al-so introduced the concepr

of morality and the lav,r, not in a higher system of rul_es

and principles r âs offered by the Natural Law theorists,
but, rather, in the concrete dimension of responsible
judicial decision. prior to the influence of the actj-vist
school, morality and l-aw were always considered within a

hierarchical- relationship, with the raw conforming to a

higher and universal set of morar principles. tr{ithi-n the
activist school-, however, a different approach to this
relationship is offered--namely, the context of morality
within legar decision-making. I¡Jhen one argues that judges

and jurors are influenced in their decisions and judgements

by personal values, convictions and emotions, and not

power
22
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case, then there is a place for the application of moral

principles here as welI, a place that \^/ould be denied by

the positivist interpretaLion of judicial decision-makirg,
which argues for adherence to a rigid framework of leqal
rules and procedures.

An important concept ís raised here by lega1

activists which is appficable to other disciplines, plan-
ning in particular. Any attempt at linking morality and

concepts of "what ought to be" with the l_aw i_n the broad.

sense may be made more difficult by a persistence, and. a

fal se tlêrqi ql-onna :¡nnr¡lin^ {-n +lra 1^--r -^-'r ì ^!^ .:.ye!ÐrÐLU¡rvç, auuururrrg LU Llte legdl reaJ_l_sES, an

making scientific and val-ue-free that practice whích is
actua]ly highly value-raden. For the -judqe whose decision
is supposedly restingi on a rigid and certain rule of law

but which is actually based on a highry discreti-onary
process in which his own personality plays a part, there is
great difficult.y in even recogni zing the application of
moral- principres, let al-one engaging in such applicatr_on.

Therefore, one of the first steps in approaching this
relationship between morality and the law is to recognize

the rol-e of such principles and human motives in the
decision-making process. In other words. it j s necêssary

to remove the scientific mystique or "brack box" which

covers the true factors invol-ved in any decision. only
then can such principles as "moralityr" "good.nessr" and
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"justice" be linked solidly and visibty to the d.ecision-
making process' whether it be legal or planni.g, or any

other discipliners decision-makinq process.
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CHAPTER 4.1

RESOLUTION



RE-COLUTION

This inquiry has thus far progressed from the
initial- proposition on which this thesis rests (chapter r);
l-hrnrr^l-' +1â^Lrrr.,L,grr crre contextual el_ement within which the relevant
thought and principles in planning have developed and,
i n,:l ^^¡ ^L .: c!rrrcreeq., snrrEed throughout three historical periods
(chapter 2) ¡ to an extensive inquiry into the three paral]el
philosophical schoors of thought in planni_ng and in law
which have governed the conduct of planning and legal
thought (Chapter 3) "

The core of this inquiry has focussed upon manifes-
tations of the parall_el_ schools of thought, revealed
firstly in pranning and secondly in raw, as continuing
philosophical traditions. The initial proposition, which
states that many of the theoretical- principles which
govern the conduct of planning thought are related to regal
philosophical thought, is supported solely by the parallel_
philosophies of the positivist, the normative, and the
activist school-s of thought, shown to exist as guiding
systems within both disciplines. However, although the
initial premise is thus supported, there are further analo-
gies and linkages and, even more important, further pertinent
principles which can be ded.uced from this insuirv.

.t_06
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within both planning and law, the tradition of
positivism is evident in the separation of means and ends

in each of the respective processes. In plannirg, the
bel-i-ef that planners shourd concern themselves with dis-
covering the best means to achieve the "externally griven"

endsr or those ends established by the politician, is
paralleled in law, where the ends of the just l_aw or a

valid law are the concern of the legisrator--that is, the
nn'l .i .l- .i ^ .i ^ ^!,urrr.rcr-an. rn other words, the 10ng-stated rul_e that
"judges do not make but discover la\,v" is a continuing
tradítion of positivism, anarog'ous to the means-end. concep-
J-ir¡n in nlrnn'I-_*,,,.1-ng "

Related to this is a further analogous principle
within the positivist tradition. This is the emphasis on

procedural concerns within both disciplines. The positivist
doctrine in planning emphasizes the procedural_ aspects of
planning, that is, the gathering of data and application of
technique to d,etermine the best means and actions toward
pre-established ends. This concern with procedure is
similar to the legal process, where the judicial ro]e con-
si-sts of a strict application of the particular law to the
facts of the case at hand. The emphasis on the procedural-

aspects of the 1av¡ over the substantive issues in the legal
process is thus analog'ous to this simi_lar concern in the
planning process.
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The positivist i nfluence in the legal and planning

disciplines has al-so been manifest in the two models basj-c

to each practice. The rational-comprehensive model- in

planning can be compared to the deductive model of legal

reasoning, agai-n with respect to the emphasized procedural

aspects of the respective practices. The stagies of identi-

fication and selection of the best alternative or plan of

action in the rational-comprehensive model- are analogous

to the staqes of identification and selection of the most

appropriate rule of law for application to the facts or

evidence of the case which will lead to the best or most'

correct conclusion or -iudqement under the deductive mod.el

of legal reasoning"

The analogous principles within the positivist

traditions in planning and in law raised above are quite

clear and evident deductions from the philosophical schools

of planning and. legal positivism. In turning to the

normative and activíst schools of thought, however, other

not so obvious principles and deductions are here revealed.

The split between the two current approaches of

rationality and reform in planni.g, identífied earl-ier in

the Klosterman article, reveals one of the major weaknesses

in the planning profession today. On the one hand, a

number of planners have moved ahead, recoginízing the

political nature and the need for a normative, political,

or ethical approach in their profession, and have merely
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assumed their political positÍon or ethical basis to be

correct. In this movement, they have in many respects

'i onored the r:onconJ- of nrrÌrl i c n'l ann i ncr and have also

discarded much of the scientific technique and know-how,

once basic to their discípline. This movement, which has

been gaining momentum over the past decade, has now brought

planning into a precaríous, albeit potentially exciting,

position" The two historical traditions in plannitg, namely,

reform and rationality, are now strongly split into the

two approaches, the other approach pursuing the scientific

method and technique orientation and becoming more entrenched

in reaction to this opposing normative movement"

The position that planning has reached is described

above as beíng r¡recarious because of its highly normative

emphasis devoid of any justificationist or evaluative

framework. It would seem that, incl.eed, this approach is in

a tenuous position requiring a framework which is thus far

undeveloped for planners; in other words, the scientific,

objective, and rational basis for evaluation may no longer

be relevant to this highly political, subjective and value-

Iaden approach.

The normative approach in planning, in stressing

"what ought to be," is, by the very nature of the planning

discipline, present and, futures-oriented, and, by being

both prescriptj-ve and pred-ictive, it is not usually a
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central concern to be evaluative" In law, hov¡ever, the

r,.,J.r.r- nrralr.r_ .r-11 hart ¡nnroacl^ ': - L': -Lr -- ^--alUatiVe" A1l"wnat ougIlt tu *.r.r--*-.r ¿Þ lrrvlr-Ly uv

irrdopments mâr¡ Ì-ro ¡nncirlorqfl evaluative in Cif f ering wAyS,
J uuY ur ¿tLqJ

for instance, human behaviour, where "person A ought not

to have done X" or "person A ought to have done Y"

depending on whether an error of cornmission or omission is

being judged respectively. In the interpretation of

statutes, âfl eval-uation can be seen as occurring ' in

determining the "reasonable" intention of the legislators.

In both examples, in most areas of the law, it can be

argued that the "ought" being considered is in a past tense,

and, hence, evaluation is practically inherent within 1egal

practice. By contrast, a plannerrs emphasis on what "ought

to be" in the present and predominantly in the future, does

not naturally encourage evaluative criteria in planning

practice.

Given these distinctions between planning and law,

an understanding is gained along with an insight into the

reason why, in law, a decision or judgement is often argTued

to be "better" or more "sound" and, indeed, "convincing."

Since a judge evaluates on a number of grounds and criteria,

the judgement is in many \,üays considered, if not scientific,

at least obiective and rational, âs it is weighed on such

rules of 1aw as a "balance of probabilitiesr" "grounds

of reasonableness," and so on. There is a secure belief in

the legal system and in a judge because of this set of
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criteria which demands that the interpretation and appli-

cation of the law v¡ill not be "unreasonabler" the mea-ning

of unreasonable here being directed toward immoral or

unjust decisions. This is refl-ected in the normative

philosophy, which argues against Lhe separation of law and

morals, and which supports a superior system of Natural

Law to which all positive law must conform. It is this

set of evaluative criteria which is missing, ât least in

the concrete sense of the planning practice, from the

normative school as it is applied to planning. Therefore,

by seeking such analogy between planning and law in the

context of the normative school of thought, a challenging

ncrsition is ononpd lrrl for rr-*-j*^ T]- is here that thelruÐ! u!vr¡ rÐ vyElrgu uI/ !vr yrcrlrl]rrr\-l o r L

core of this thesis is revealed.

The position of planning, described above as

precarious, has initiated the more recent movement ín plan-

ning which carríes the question of "what ought to be" one

step further in asking "whyr " a question which prompts

evaluation and introduces the subject of ethical and moral

standards into planning. This has largely been the concern

of the planning activist school-, âs evidenced by the new

humanist movement, the linkage by Churchman of morality to

planning, and the ongoing debate on the rational justifica-

+'i nn of n'l ¡nni nn áar.'i qir¡nq between Seni, Ozbekhan, andulv¡¡ v!

Klosterman, as outlined in the preceding chapter-
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There is, then, this search in the realm of moral

and ethícal knowledge, by a few normative and activíst

planners, for a framework which supports a normative prin-

ciple or decision" This search for justification, ot

seeking the "grounds for" or the necessary and sufficient

reasons for a judgement in plannitg, leads one onto new

territory in planning theory, which is closely analogous

to the legat process. It has, in fact, been shown that a

similar set of questions relating to the justification of

morally and. ethicatly based judicial decisions is being

raised in the paral1e1 school of legal activism" The

debate on the subject of the separation of law and morals

closely parallels the set of "reasons" or "ultimate

principles" sought in plannitg, which it is argued must go

beyond desires and exist irrespective of the person.

This concept is also raised in the 1ega1 argument of the

linkage of moraf criteria to legal criteria.

The requirement of such a set of "ultimate moral

principles" raised in both the planning and legal discíplines

has been compared above to the absolute first principles

required in the rational justification of scientific

statements. This set of moral principles would exist to

which one could- appeal as a moral reason Í.or judging good

f rom bad or right f rom v/rong "
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Clearly, this entire f iel-d, involving morality'

moral norms, standards or rules, and so-called "ultimate

moral principles" with concepts of the right and the wrong

and the good and the bad, âs it relates to planning, marks

a critÍcal point in planning theory and practice " It is a

fíeld which has only very recently surfaced relative to

planning, The ne\irness of these concerns to planners is

indicated by the scant number of published papers directed

at this subject to date. That concerns with justification

and criteria for planning decision-making should arise at

this point is an understandable outcome of the more recent

traditions in pranning influenced b1z the normative and

activist schools of thought. In the movement or reaction

from the positivist school, planning a-|so moved away from

its original justificationist position found within this

school under the protective banner of scientific knowledge.

within the normative period, the planner did not attempt,

at least to any extensive degree, to justífy the normative

statements or perspective adopted, given the realization

that the scientific framework was no longer adequate in

this highly political and normative approach to planning.

In the activist school, a greater emphasi-s was g-iven to

a sound, theoretj-cal basis which, in some ways, became

a means for justification of oners position--for example,

in the development of the transactive learning approach to

planning, the advocacy, and the radical planning approach.
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The influence from both of these schools in planning for

"what ought to be" has directed planning concerns towards

the question of criteria, the "why," or, in other words,

towards a rational basis for justifying this normative

perspective adopted. It is this position at which planning

has most recently arrived. Intentions in planning are

thus becoming newly focussed. on concerns with the right

decision versus the best, and with reaching the fair, the

equitable, the good t or the just decision"
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CONCLUS]ON AND CONTEMPLATTONS



CONCLUSION AND CONTEMPLATIONS

This inquiry into the parallel philosophical

schools of thought in planning and in law has shown a

coincidence of guiding principles and prevailing concerns

between the two disciplínes. Indeed, many of the tradi-

tions and movements within the respective theoretical-

schools are conlmon to both disciplines. The shifting

intentions in plannítg, away from a sole concentration on

beauty and efficiency in the spatíal orderíng of the city

and towards the increasingly prevalent concern with justi-ce,

equity, and the good and the right d-ecision, has meant an

even closer commonality with these same concerns being

prevalent in the legal discipline.

This inquiry has thus prompted further questions to

be pursued from the level of knowledge attained here.

i^/ithin the planning context, there exists, âs Yet, only a

timited undersLanding of the concepts of justice, equity,

fairness, and right which are currently being raised.. Given

the parallel- phílosophies, movements, and tra-ditions and the

coincidence of the key principles which govern planning and

legal thought, a clearer understanding of these concepts

and their origina.l interpretation in the legal discipline

will al-l-ow an improved response to these central concerns in

1I6
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thus required which links

^ç ì " õ+ i ^^ =-Ä aarli .l-rz {- n\-,¡I J LrJ Lf \-e AJIU çYur LJ uv

held and considered vÍtaI
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Further fundamental thinking is

the relevance of the legal notions

these very same concerns presently

to the future of city planning.
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